LINKS TO OTHER WEBSITES FOR ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE:

Drug Calculations for Nursing Students:

School of Nursing at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Research, Research Writing, and Citing Research Sources:

The OWL at Purdue (an excellent resource for writing-related information, including MLA and APA formatting information)
Son of Citation Machine (a website to help with creating source citations for research writing)
Easybib.com (a website to help with creating source citations for research writing)
Study Guides and Strategies: "An international, learner-centric, educational public service...intended to empower learners middle school through returning adult" (an extensive resource that includes sections for Learning and Studying, Time Management, Thinking and Evaluation, Writing and Vocabulary, Reading and Research, and Math and Science. Information is available in many languages, so ESL students may find this site particularly helpful.)

Grammar Exercises:

Capital Community College Foundation (an extensive collection of grammar and writing exercises)

English as a Second Language (ESL) Help:

ESLDesk.com (Includes Vocabulary, grammar, spelling, reading, and listening tips and exercises)
Frankfurt International School (Many pages of information and advice about language learning, as well as hundreds of exercises in all aspects of English)
Kent Uchiyama's Verb Tense Book. (Extensive information about the verb tenses of English. Information on how to make the verb tenses, the different meanings of each tense, and additional information you need in order to use the tenses correctly)
Cabrillo College ESL Internet Resources (Links to a large variety of resources for ESL students)